HOW DO I GET A PLAQUE?

- Contact info@westernfrontway.com if your village, town, tourist office, commune, mairie or museum is on the names listed above, or listed in our stage maps on the plaque to plaque page.
- We send a plaque to your address.
- You send us a photo of the plaque in place and the name goes from red to green.

HOW DO I USE THE MAPS?

- Our maps show a plaque to plaque guide. The plaques have been put up on town halls, tourist offices, mairies, museums and points of interest.
  - green have a plaque up
  - yellow is in progress
  - red is awaiting
- The email addresses and websites following the plaque locations will give more information.
- This map is designed to show the progress of The Western Front Way.
- For detail of all the plaques proposed and more information, please refer to plaque to plaque page where maps are available as downloads.
- Our intention remains for the whole path to be waymarked. We will update this map and the plaque to plaque page as and when major updates and inclusion of further plaques occur.